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JOKE OF THE DAY

What falls
but never
gets hurt?

What did the
frog order
for lunch?

The spring
rain.

A burger
and a diet
croak!

Where did
the school
kittens go
for their
field trip?

To the
mew-seum.

How does a
seahorse
quickly get
from one
place to
another?

He scallops.

What is a
computer’s
favorite
snack?

What do
whales eat?

What did the
Dalmatian
say after
lunch?

What fish do
pirates love
most?

Computer
chips.

Fish and
ships.

That hit the
spot.

Swordfish.

How do
oysters call
their
friends?

What do you
get when you
cross a school
of fish with a
herd of
elephants?
Swimming
trunks.

What fish is
the most
famous?

What’s a
pirate’s
favorite
subject?

A star fish!

Arrrrrrt!

How do you
make an
octopus
laugh?

What kind
of money
do
mermaids
use?

What kind of
tree fits in
your hand?

How do all
the oceans
say hello to
each other?

With tentickles.

Sand dollars.

A palm tree.

They wave!

On shell
phones.

Why do
bananas have
to put on
sunscreen
before they go
to the beach?

Because they
might peel!

What do
pirates put
on their
toast?
Jelly Roger.

What does a
shark like to
eat with
peanut
sandwiches?
Jellyfish.
Why do fish
live in salt
water?
Because
pepper
makes them
sneeze.
What is
brown,
hairy, and
wears
sunglasses?
A coconut
on vacation.

Why aren’t
elephants
allowed on the
beach?
Because they
can’t keep
their trunks
up.
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